
Use:

Operation:

For attracting attention on the surface the BUDDY is a high volume, emergency air horn.
It is not designed to operate underwater.

The is designed to sit in-line between the first stage pressure reducer and the AP Diving buoyancy compensator
inflator. Both Auto Air and standard connections are available.

The comes with a 64cm (24”) hose to connect the Blast to a low pressure port on a first stage, not exceeding
14 bar. The female connector on the Blast fits to either the Auto Air or standard inflator, depending which type
you have on your buoyancy compensator.

No Buttons - Just Squeeze

The is designed so that divers can operate it easily with cold hands or gloves in an emergency. There are
no buttons to locate just grip the body of the unit and squeeze.
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Volume:

The Blast can produce up to 130dB. Hold and point away from ears during operation!. Do Not use unless necessary.

WARNING: KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
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